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bustion of heaps of rags, paper, woollens, and
other substances strongly impregnated with oil.
Coal, charcoal, an.d green hay stored in large
piles sometimes generate heat enough to cause
spontaneous combustion.
Thus we see how a fire is started, but what
makes it keep on burning 1 The answer is one
of the most important laws of fire. In scientific
language it is this : A fire will be self-supporting
only when the temperature created by the combust ion of the burning substance is as high or
higher than its ignition point. Some very hard
,woods, like ebony for instance, require a great
deal of h~~t. to burn them. If you put the end
of a stic~ of ep,any in a coal fire it will burn,
but when you draw it OlJ.t .the · fir_~ .. of the
smouldering ebony itselt:-IS 1ower in temperature
than the ignition point of ebony and the flames
will go out.
This principle explains why you can blow out
a match. Your breath carries away the heat
until the temperature falls below . the ignition
point of the match-stick. The stream of water
from a fireman's hose cools the burning walls
of a building with a similar result.
The heat of a fire depends upon the speed
with which chemicals combine with oxygen.
This spe~d in turn depends generally upon the
quantity of oxygen present. If we take a bit of
iron wire and touch a match to it, it will_not
burn. But fasten the tip of a match to the end
of the wire, strike it, and plunge it quickly into
a jar of pure oxygen. The wire will catch fire
and burn, with bright sparks shooting off
briskly. (See Air.)
Fires With and Without Flame

visible flame, even under ordinary circumstances. When it is pure and the air around itJ
is completely free of dust, the hydrogen flame:
cannot be seen even in· a. dark room, though it.
is one of the hottest of fires. (See Hydrogen.)
•

How Explosions are Caused
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When an inflammable gas is mixed with air
in exactly the quantities necessary for complete
combination, it will burn so fast as to create an.
explosion. This is what takes place in a petrol
engine. The carburettor provides the air mixture and the electric spark sets it on fire (see
Gas-engine). The occasional small explosions
after the burners of a gas-stove are turned off
are due to the sanie fact. A little gas is left in
the pipe, more and more air creeps in through
the air-valve until the mixture becomes explosive, and the tiny flame remaining on the
burner there"\lBon " fires back."
A s.u bstance.js called inflammable when it can
be ignited in the afr under ordinary circumstances. But what would you say if you were
told. that air itself is inflammable under certain
conditions 1 All you have to do is to reverse
the process of :.a gas-stove. If instead of having
gas in the pipes ,and air outside, you had air in.
the pipes and gas outside, you could light the
stove and cook with it just the same, for the
combination of gas and oxygen would be equally
effective. So, if men lived in an atmosphere of
coal-gas, we would be paying to have air piped
into our homes for our cooking. Thus, when we
say that some things will burn and others will
not, we must remember that such a statement
always means "in ordinary air."
Fire-worship and legends associated with the ·
origin of fire have existed since the earliest
times. In many cases fire-worship was associated with sun-worship, and fire was regarded
as the earthly representative of the sun-god ..
A common feature of such worship was that
of preserving " sacred fires " in the temples.

There are two kinds of fire, with and without
flame. The presence of a flame always indicates
that the heat has first foreed a gas from the
burning substance, and that this gas in turn
combines with the oxygen in .the air. When a
coal fire flft:mes, it is beC{l!JSe gas is being forced
out of the lumps of coaP. By heating the coal
The Sacred Fires of the Parsees
in kilns in the absence of air, so that it will not
The Prometheus legend and the religion of
catch fire, this same ~gas may be extract~d an~ .. Zoroaster; ·two Qf the best-known examples of
stored for future use in gas-stoves. The coke, this kind, have already been· referred to at the
which is left after gas is extracted from the coal, beginning of this article. The latter, known also
burns without flame. In this case the oxygen as Persian sun-worship, is of extremely ancient
with t.he carbon in the coke origin, but persists to this day. When the
combines directlv
v
without forcing out gas. (See Gas, ·Illuminating.) Parsees fled from Persia to India in the 8th
It is the gas given off by the heated wax in a century, they carried with them their sacred
candle which produces the bright flame. To fires, which are said to have been kept burning
•
prove this, blow out a candle which has been ever smce.
burning for some time. A thin ribbon of smoke
North American Indians attributed the origin
will arise . . Pass a lighted match through this of fire to various arrim als which, according to
smoke an inch above the wick. A ti:p.y flame tribal legends, first showed their far-off ancestors how to make it the buffalo by striking
will run down and light the candle again.
·The brightest flames .a re not always . the hot- sparks from stones with· ·its. hoofs, and the
test. Hy~ogen, which combines with oxygen panther by scratching the rocky hillsides with
when burning -to form water, has .an almost in- its sharp claws .. ~ :o. • ·
• ·. •
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